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Forces of Good

Forces of Evil
Forces of Good

- FERC
- ISO
- ISO Gov Board
- Class Action Suits

Forces of Evil

- Davis
- PUC
I feel like I'm diagonally parked in a parallel universe

- FERC Price Mitigation
- What happened to the $ in ISO?
- Buddy, can you spare $8.9 billion
- "Anywhere they wear cowboy hats, they probably have handkerchiefs across their face, because they are robbing us blind," [Maviglio] said. "The bad guys are clearly the out-of-state generators."
Late-Breaking Events

• FERC Consolidation Order on 7/11
• Hebert Promises Dismantling of ISO Governing Board
• EPSA/WPTF Request for Rehearing of FERC Order
• California Power Authority starts up on August 14